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Big Bang And Other Explosions
: What the Big Bang was not: An explosion of a seed into a pre-existing space. The explosion is created by a process that generates tremendous heat and pressure inside the seed, which rushes outward as a ball of hot material exploding into the pre-existing space. The big-bang theory was first proposed by Georges Lemaître in 1927 sans its contemporary name, which was coined in the 1950s. The common name has allowed for the beginnings of our universe to be too often depicted as a massive explosion similar to that of an epic supernova. But was our universe ... 
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Was the Big Bang
ബിഗ് ബാംഗും കുറേ പൊട്ടിത്തെറികളും -The Big Bang and Other Explosions -Vaisakhan Thampi
After many observations, science believes that the Big Bang theory is a violent explosion that happened in the universe that led to a movement of the galaxies away from each other in an extremely ...
Big Bang Theory Explosion Process -Guardian Liberty Voice
The Big Bang is not an explosion of matter moving outward to fill an empty universe. Instead, space itself expands with time everywhere and increases the physical distance between two comoving points. In other words, the Big Bang is not an explosion in space, but rather an expansion of space.
Big Bang -Wikipedia
This mammoth explosion which created all the matter we see around us, was just the most recent of many. The standard big bang theory says the universe began with a massive explosion, but the new ...
One Big Bang, or were there many? | Science | The Guardian
The Big Bang Theory is the leading explanation about how the universe began. At its simplest, it says the universe as we know it started with a small singularity, then inflated over the next 13.8 ...
What Is the Big Bang Theory? | Space
The prime focus of the book is on Big Bang cosmology and the role of primordial nucleosynthesis in establishing the modern consensus on the Big Bang. This leads into the connection of cosmology to
